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Abstract
Why do many male birds display specific colorful patterns on their plumages? The demand-relationship theory explains that beauty
preferences reflect human and birds’ desire for approaching some objects, which resemble their ideal food sources or environments. Mutants
that have enhanced human and birds’ ability and motivation in finding these were hence selected by nature. Such beauty preferences of the
female birds then selected the male plumage.
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Introduction
Contradiction between Darwin and Wallace
Darwin [1] explains that fragrance and colorfulness of
flowers are to attract insects to pollinate for them; good flavor
and colorfulness of fruits are to attract birds and mammals to
swallow to spread their seeds. However, Darwin was puzzled
by why insects, birds and mammals had such tastes [1], Ch. 6,
Sec. 8). Later, Darwin advanced sexual selection to explain the
colorful appearances of male birds [2]. Wallace objected strongly
[3,4], saying that this is adding an additional principle of beauty
selection on top of natural selection, without explaining where
female taste for beauty comes from. Wallace used camouflage
and signaling to explain colorful plumages in birds, used good
sense or sign to explain female sexual selection, while denying
the selection of male appearance by the taste for beauty of the
female birds. There are also some other explanations [5].

We proposed a demand-relationship theory for the evolution
of tastes [6-8]. The evolution of demand observes the rule of
means turning into ends [7,8]. For example, fishing was the
means for eating fish, but it has become an end in itself. The
author is not alone. Lately Merle E Jacobs [9] also proposed that
the peacock mimicked berries. Rodd [10] found that guppies had
orange round spots on their tails for mimicking their favorite

foods. This finding obtained very high praise by a paper on
Science [11].

Using food sources and environments to explain
birds’ colorful plumages

Why does the plumage of Peacocks contain the distinctive
ocelli in their tails? Peafowls like to eat berries1. This first led
to them to find berries beautiful. This beauty preference of
peahens then selected for the ocelli in the tails of peacocks so
that a peacock displays the tail that looks like a berry tree (see
Figure 1). Similarly, many birds such as Beautiful Fruit Dove have
red spots on top of their heads that clearly mimic ripe fruits2 that
those birds like to eat; a parrot may have a mango-like head3. We
can also find some birds with flowers on head, such as Kinglet
and Goldcrest. These birds must like flowers for eating nectar.
Most species of humming birds display flower-like colors and
patterns on their necks4 because humming birds likes flowers.
The Rainbow Lorikeet5 feeds mainly on fruit, pollen and nectar,
it also has multicolored plumage. Also, many birds display
patterns of grain ears in their plumages because they like to eat
these grains, such as Chrysolophus, Montezuma Quail, Zebra
Finch, and House Cock. There are also many bird species with
plumages resembling insects that they like to eat. For example,
the Sunbittern has plumage mimicking butterflies and moths.
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Figure 1: A Peacock (a) (Thanks to Jean Rogers1) and a wild blueberry tree (b) (Thanks to Shargaljut2).

We can also find some birds mimicking ant colonies or ant
eggs, such as Brown Thrasher6, Wood Thrush, Ovenbird, and
Rusty-backed Antwren. They either like eating ants (or ant
eggs), bathing with ants, or following army ants to find insects
for food. Many birds living in water mimic water-related food
sources. For example, male Mandarin Duck has wings and yellow
plumage that mimic a clam with stretching flesh7; male Wood
Duck has wings looking like shellfish and head looking likes a
snail8. Male King Eider also has a head looking like a snail9. The

Tufted Puffin has a head looking like a prawn. This bird must like
to catch and eat prawns10.

Though the plumage of Macaws is beautiful to us, the claylike patterns on their faces look ugly11. Why? To dispense with
the poison contained in the leaves that they eat, Macaws also eat
clay. This demand for clay makes them find clay beautiful and the
appearance of clay-like spots on their face got selected. Similarly,
as the King Vulture likes to feed on dead bodies of large animals,
male King Vultures displays torn fur and uncovered flesh.

Figure 2: A male baikal teal displays alluvions on a river. Thanks to lool for his kind permission3.

Many species of ducks have, on their plumages, blue or green
pattern mimicking deep water, wavy pattern mimicking shallow
water, and brown pattern mimicking wetland. For example, the

Green Winged Teal have each of these patterns. The Baikal Teal
has more delicate island-like pattern (Figure 2). In the winter,
Baikal Teals fly to the Yangtze river basin. Sand islands or
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alluvions in the river are their most favored spots for feeding and
resting (being away from predators). The mimicking of alluvions
on their faces is very impressive. Note there are green color for
river, yellow color for alluvions, black color for river bank, and
white color for spoondrift. Similarly, the Egyptian Plover, which
breeds on sandbars or allucions in very large rivers, also displays
river and alluvion12.

Conclusion

We have provided ultimate explanations for the origin of
particular beauty preferences. This demand-relationship theory
may be subject to rigorous test. We have tested many predictions,
according to bird’s appearances, such as the Baikal Teal and the
Egyptian plover’s liking alluvions in rivers, the Sunbittern’s
liking eating butterflies, the King Eider’s liking eating snails,
the Macaw’s liking eating clay13. We also used statistical data to
test the hypothesis “If a bird has yellow feather then it probably
likes eating nectar”. The confirmation measure is 0.9614. In
comparison with existing theories [5], the demand-relationship
theory can explain birds’ sexual selection better.
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